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Key Market/Economic Update

• The Federal Reserve unexpectedly hit the pause button on more restrictive rates, amid increased market volatility  
 and deepening concern over economic strength.

• Despite a global economic slowdown, U.S. economic growth remains positive, supported by a strong labor market  
 and the service economy.

• Domestic stock market indices delivered double-digit returns across the board driven by Fed monetary policy shifts,  
 the best quarterly showing in decades.

• U.S. and foreign bond markets also enjoyed strong gains from declining interest rates and tightening yield spreads.

Stock Market Review 
   
• If one happened to be completely insulated from any news or  
 information over the past six months, and then plugged  
 back in on March 31, 2019, it would seem that nothing had  
 happened in the domestic stock market.  Consider the S&P  
 500 index, which declined 13.5% in Q4.  In the last quarter,  
 the same index powered back with the best three month  
 performance in over thirty years, returning 13.6%. 

• After trailing small and mid-cap indices in the first two months  
 of 2019, the S&P 500 index rallied strongly in March and  
 closed the performance gap. 

• Major international markets also moved higher alongside  
 the domestic stock market. Both developed and emerging   
 markets climbed about 10% in the quarter (Fig. 1).

• Within domestic stock sectors, information technology and  
 real estate stocks were the top performing sectors in Q1. A  
 flattening yield curve dampened enthusiasm for financial  
 stocks. Healthcare, last year’s best performing sector,  
 also trailed behind (Fig 2).

Bond Market Review

• The U.S. labor market continued to be a bright spot for the  
 domestic economy. The unemployment rate at 3.8% is at  
 multi-decade lows. Initial jobless claims have been running  
 below 210K, an almost five-decade low. There are now  
 about 1MM more job vacancies than unemployed people.

• Despite a solid labor and jobs market, consumer price and  
 wage pressures have been muted as broad inflation  
 measures have stayed below 2% since the end of 2018. 

• The violent sell-off late last year greatly impacted financial  
 and consumer sentiment.  Concerned over signs of economic  
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weakness, the FOMC shifted their policy of gradually raising 
interest rates. As a result, interest rates across all U.S. 
Treasury bonds fell markedly. The yield on the 10yr U.S. 
Treasury note declined to as low as 2.39%. This was lower 
than the Fed Funds rate and money market rates (Fig. 3), 
which led to an inverted yield curve, often a precursor to 
economic weakness or recession. 

• Major credit markets also cheered the policy shift. 
 Investment grade and high yield bond prices rose, and  
 yields fell as investors embraced more risk exposure.  
 U.S. investors also enjoyed excellent returns from the  
 international bond market as major foreign central   
 banks outside the U.S. moved to an easier monetary  
 stance (Fig. 4).

Outlook

Risks past and present
It would appear that the major concerns of the 4th quarter, 
an overly restrictive Federal Reserve and a potential trade war 
with China, have abated.  With the Fed on pause and China and 
the U.S. seemingly near striking a trade deal, what was once a 
headwind now seems to be a tailwind.  Other risks which include 
shrinking liquidity, above average stock market valuation, and 
excess financial leverage, could still be problematic. 

Weaker fundamentals could pose a threat
Against the backdrop of a slowing global economy, S&P 500 first-
quarter earnings growth is expected to decline for the first time 
in over 3 years. Domestic companies face tough comparisons to 
earnings growth a year prior, as both sets of figures now include 
the benefit of federal tax cuts. The stock market has taken this 
weakness in stride, looking ahead to better growth expected in 
the second half of the year.

Back to the future - 2015
The current environment is very similar to 2015-2016 when 
both economic and market conditions deteriorated rapidly due 
to collapsing oil prices and recession in major emerging market 
economies. At the time, the Fed halted the campaign to raise 
interest rates while major foreign central banks aggressively cut 
interest rates into negative territory and expanded quantitative 
easing. Current market conditions seem similar in many ways: 
Earnings growth is decelerating and the global economy is 
running below potential. The Fed reversed the course of raising 
interest rates, and their accommodative interest rate policy has 
primed capital markets with stronger financial conditions.

Potential for recovery in the 2nd half of 2019
The current consensus among economists and market strategists 
points to a weak first half of this year. This could be the reset 
needed to launch a stronger second half. Rising financial 
markets help consumer confidence and sentiment, which could 
ultimately help to re-accelerate economic growth.

Adjusting risk exposure
With the strength we have seen in stocks this quarter, contrasted 
against declining corporate profit growth, we have opted for a 
cautious stance.  While we expect the U.S. economic expansion 
to continue, we are on the lookout for further signs of weakness 
in the event we are wrong.  In the meantime, we are maintaining 
a neutral weighting on stocks, which we believe to be the prudent 
choice.

As always, should you have questions about how our outlook 
impacts your portfolio, please reach out to either your Portfolio 
Manager or Relationship Manager.
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